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Emotional Dysregulation 

uRefers to moods that are unstable, and unpredictable 
within a socially acceptable range



“Why do I go from Zero-60?”



What to Look for: 

uSaying or doing things without thinking
uTrouble knowing when to stop an activity 
uDoing things quickly without regard for safety
uMoods shifting rapidly such as sudden urge to yell or 

cry 
u Intention and behavior may be disconnected such 

as laughing at a sad story 
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ROWBOATS 

u Reduce amount of information
u One instruction at a time 
u Written & verbal when possible 
u Breaks are helpful
u Often is better, routines help 
u Ask person for paraphrase/repeat 
u Take time, go slowly
u Simple & organized info is best



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation

uUse mindfulness techniques (see 
mindfulness page for ideas)







Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation 

uPay attention to what is happening in 
your body when you feel agitated. For 
example, are you tapping your foot, 
clenching your fists? 



Tracking Mood

uPower of Patients-techy way
uMood logs-old school way
uDoesn’t matter HOW just matters 
its collected and analyzed for common
themes 



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation

uAsk for a short break



Fatigue

Primary Fatigue
Directly from injury to parts of the 
brain controlling arousal, attention, 
and response

Secondary Fatigue
Factors that exacerbate 
fatigue such as :

Fatigue

Sleep
Disturbances

Pain
Stress

Anxiety Depression

Often a Combination
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Brain Injury Fatigue Explained to 
a Millennial 
“Zach Morris” 
Phone iPhone 3 iPhone 15



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation

uWrite down important information before 
you go into emotional situations



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation   

uCreate a daily schedule to reduce 
feeling overwhelmed 



Schedules/Structure 

uYou know ‘what’s next’ and don’t waste energy 
thinking about what to do next

uYou habituate a new task or behavior
uAutomates activities in your day
uYou feel more in control being able to enjoy  your 

day and your life



Implementing Structure Ideas

u We need to write in time ON and time OFF
u A regular wake up time
u Morning rituals to prepare for the day ahead (showering, dressing, 

breakfast etc.)
u Fitness activities (walking, stretching, gym, yoga etc.)
u Meal times
u Leisure time (hobbies, ‘you’ time, a nap, etc.)
u Time with family and friends
u Evening rituals to prepare your mind and body for rest (unplug from 

computers, television 1-2 hours before your bedtime;  read a book, 
have a bath, meditate/pray, etc.)

u A regular bedtime



Examples of structure 



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation

uMake a list of 
people that 
make you feel 
safe and heard. 
Reach out to 
them when 
needing support



Accommodations for 
Emotional Dysregulation 

uCaregivers - the most important thing you can do is 
remain calm yourself, do not react to the person’s 
emotions. You can gently guide the person to a quiet 
area to help them regain control.



Breath

u Its FREE
u Its ALWAYS WITH YOU
u NATURAL TRANQUILZIER 

u 4 squared breathing
u Belly breathing
u In through NOSE 
u 4-7-8
u Etc, etc, etc! 



De-escalation Techniques

u Active Listening- “I understand you are frustrated…”
u Orientation- “Let’s go for walk…” 
u Redirection-direct/distract to a more appropriate 

behavior 
u Setting Limits-If/then 
u Withdrawing Attention-ignore 
u Contracting-for higher functioning, a written outline of 

what consequences are for problem behavior 



De-escalation Strategies 
u Act calm even if you’re not
u Give a choice
u Use humor to lighten the mood
u Ask them to draw a picture
u Talk about something they like
u Say,  “I can see where you are coming from”
u Try to understand their perspective 
u Let the person talk without interrupting
u Avoid needing to get the last word
u Remind them they are not trouble
u Say, “I am here for you”
u Ignore, if you can
u Offer to change something you are doing 





“
”

Rewarding positive behavior 
creates a trend of more prosocial 
behaviors.



Communication after Brain Injury
u Communicating is more than just talking. To actually 

"communicate" we also must share information with another 
person. 

u To be effective social communication combines:
u being able to listen to and remember what you hear
u taking turns with the other person, and not interrupting
u sharing the information you have accurately and without rambling
u saying things in an organized manner and making sense
u using tone and emotions that fit the situation
u "give and take" with the other speaker. Don't make the other person 

do all the work
u being aware of how what you are saying is affecting the other person



Activities that don’t rely on language 

u Choose activities most suitable for the person’s interests, ability and age. Helpful 
shared activities could include:
u Going for a walk.
u Playing games (e.g. football, pool, dominoes, cards, Connect 4).
u Looking through photos or a magazine.
u Making or sharing a cup of tea and a biscuit 
u Cooking/baking activities.
u Watching sport.
u Watching DVDs or funny ‘You Tube’ clips.
u Computer games, games on a tablet device.
u Gardening/potting or caring for plants.
u Helping with simple chores (e.g. washing up, cleaning cupboard, folding sheets, 

pairing socks).



Role of Assistive Technology 



Community Integration 

uEssential!
uSocialization
uCommunity participation
uProductivity 



Screening/Symptom Inventory
*we have juvenile versions too! 



u Insert pic of our tip sheets to go 



Tip Sheets for Individuals & Professionals



Tip Sheet’s Available 
u Memory
u Delayed Processing
u Attention
u Impulsivity/Inhibition
u Physical/Sensorimotor
u Language
u Organization
u Mental Inflexibility 
u Emotional Dysregulation 
u Brain Injury Accommodations
u Anger
u Fatigue
u Mindfulness
u Self-Awareness
u Sleep





*How to refer
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